













Adopting Read and Tell Stories into Classroom Teaching:
Performing Classes with progressively related Units in the Orientation
Period of Elementary Schooling.
Masanobu Akagi
　Children are read and told stories at pre-schools, kindergardens, and homes and 
enjoy the world of stories individually.  After they enter elementary school, pupils read 
stories by themselves alone and talk about their emotions in a class.  The language 
activity in a classroom and the act of reading is left to the individual. This gap may 
cause the reduction of reading volumes and reading time, and may induce bipolarization 
of reading activities by pupils.
　The author proposes that Japanese language lessons at schools in which teachers 
read and tell stories to the pupils become the core of the lessons especially for the 
beginning of elementary schools. Under this proposal, teachers must pay careful 
consideration to the selection of stories that could contribute to the development of 
progressively related units.  Teachers should read and tell stories many times to the 
pupils, and devise positioning the points the pupils are interested in by using the 
blackboard.  Thereby, followup language activities can be planned. Pupils can find their 
interests and be moved by the points themselves, and can bring up those points to 
discuss in the class.
　Such lessons can lead to better cooperation in the class so that pupils can find the 
points in the stories that interest them and will be very effective to get pupils to enjoy 
the stories smoothly in a Japanese language in class.




















































































































































































のおもしろさ　　　　　 （第 ・2 時）
○ 『しゃくとりむし』…　写真からしゃく
とりむしを探すおもしろさ
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